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‘Windsurfing? It’s that has-been sport, right?
Where everyone just falls off all the time!’

It’s a familiar comment
and one which should
have gone out of fashion
years ago. The fact is,
however, that far too
many of Joe Public see
windsurfing this way. It’s
not hard to understand.
Many of us only rubber up
to do battle with Mother
Nature when it’s blowing
old boots and/or chucking
it down – not the best
kind of weather for
showcasing windsurfing to
the masses. And yet,
even when you’re only
blasting back and forth,
the dynamism of windsurfing is tangible. But the
masses never see this. And then there are those of us
already indoctrinated…

Fickle mind sets about what types of conditions we
prefer, the locations we’d be comfortable riding in and
the type of sailing we want to do. Which, as we all
know, can make life frustrating with the UK’s
changeable climate. Sailors come and go, skills are
pushed by the committed, while responsibilities and
commitments within daily life take over for others,
causing riders to fall off the wagon – it’s a pastime you
have to be involved with to appreciate fully, maybe,
isn’t it? (Who’s tried to explain the concept of
windsurfing to non-sailors?).

Windsurfing is going through a bit of a change at the
moment. Inflatable SUP technology is gunning for us,
while foils continue their unwavering advance. And
then there are developments such as the Arrows
Inflatables iRig (see our review here –
standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2016/07/26/windsup-sail-
away-sail-away-arrows-irig-m-inflatable-windsurf-rig-
review/), which make those first forays the most
accessible they’ve ever been. Add to the colourful
melee all the usual ways to sail, and windsurfing’s

never been as diverse.
Sure, the UK is a tricky
place to be a windsurfer;
but when you score it’s so
fulfilling. These new ways
of sailing could be the
injection we need to draw

riders back into the fold and encourage new recruits.
Which is where we come in…

As if you needed convincing, we’re still as stoked on
windsurfing as we ever were. There aren’t many sports
around that give the diversity and plethora of ways to
indulge. Wave sailing, speed sailing, freestyle, formula,
freeride, windSUP and so on – what other sport offers
such a wide variety across all conditions? So yes, we
decided to put out a new windsurfing magazine. One
that focuses on all these new aspects but also serves
to big up our UK water brethren and the people that
are involved in making windsurfing as awesome as it is
in this green and pleasant land. Pros, yes, but also
grass roots riders. Women, kids, dogs and ducks –
they’re all worthy of inclusion here.

Hopefully you’ll see that we’re trying to do something a
bit different with Windsurfing UK. And, as always, if you
have any ideas for articles or fancy getting involved
then feel free to give us a holla – the door’s always
open. For now though it’s time to enjoy autumn and
winter. Maybe we’ll see you out there amongst it. Enjoy
the very first issue of Windsurfing UK, stay tuned to the
website for even more UK windsurfing flavour and, to
quote an old cliché: enjoy the ride!

TEZ PLAVENIEKS
OCTOBER 2016

Welcome friends,
we’re so glad you
could attend –
Windsurfing UK #1
lands!

ED’S NOTE
WINDSURFING

uk

Credit: Dave White (www.davewhite.photography)
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Innovating a benchmark is never an easy task, but we did it! The 3rd version of the most wanted boards in our range 
are now out and planing The Firemove V3 family has gone one step up in every category. 

- E a r l y  P l a n i n g -
The wider nose shape with a “COTAN” design (cut off tail and nose) has allowed a more concentrated volume distribution 

on the nose without the need to thicken up or lengthen the board.
- J i b i n g -

The new outline “kink” in correspondence of the one foot tail area, allows the lines of the board to become more 
parallel and create better jibing potential, especially at hi speed.

- T o p  S p e e d -
This tail area reduction created by the new tail outline has also created a better top end speed potential, 

especially when riding on choppy water.
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ut linguistic differences will find this app perfectly hits
the sweet spot of both fun and educational. It's from
Duck Duck Moose, an app publisher that pretty much
does no wrong when it comes to apps for young ones,
and it teaches maths skills for children from the age of
four upwards. Games involving counting, adding,
subtracting and the like have rewards that enable kids
to build their own town. An engaging crop of animal
characters will keep their interest up.

Sago Mini Monsters
Available on: iOS (free), Amazon Fire (£1.99)
One for the little artists, Sago Mini Monsters is aimed
at pre-schoolers. Its simplicity is addictive: players
create their own monsters by painting them and then
adding features, clothes and the like. They then get to
feed their creation before taking a snapshot so they
can store their favourites.

Real world champ

Whether your kids are already packing their own smartphones or just hogging
screentime on yours, keeping them busy with some family-friendly apps is a must.
Here we round up some of the best apps for young children – a mixture of educational
and just-for-fun. By Nik Taylor
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JAMES DINSMORE IS QUITE AN INTERESTING
CHARACTER, WHEN YOU CONSIDER HIS STATUS AS

BSA UK SLALOM CHAMP, PRO SAILOR – BUT
HAVING A HECTIC DAY JOB AND BEING A

COMMITTED FATHER AND HUSBAND. As much as
he competes across most events in the UK, and
some overseas, James is in the same
boat (or should that be on the same
board?) as the rest of us. Chasing
forecasts, nabbing short stints for
training and balancing all of life’s

scenarios. So more real world windsurfer
than anything else – although you can’t

argue with Mr D’s on water performance!
Check out the following to get an insight

into how he juggles all those balls…

PROFILE JAMES DINSMORE8

WINDSURFING
uk

WORLD
CHAMP
REAL

My father started windsurfing in the 1980s and it was
his enthusiasm and encouragement that led to me
giving it a go. I have distant memories of learning to
uphaul his F2 Lightning on a small gravel pit and
sometime later getting rinsed trying to beach start at
the coast. 

My father kindly gave me my first short board, a BIC
AstroRock, in 1994. From the outset I think that I
loved the sensation of gliding across the water at
speed. As a student I helped run the windsurfing club
at my medical school in London but, by nature of living

in the city, we didn’t get on the water at all often. I
didn’t get to sail regularly until I moved to Australia in
my mid-twenties and then had the money to buy some
equipment and access the ocean. Ever since then it
has been my sporting passion.

I love all aspects of windsurfing. When I lived in
Western Australia I only owned wave and freestyle-
wave equipment and all that I thought about was
learning how to spock, loop and riding waves. One of
my first competition experiences was the Margaret
River Wave Classic.

9
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participated in top-level international competition.
Competition is hard on the emotions and you have to
be prepared for disappointment. I had a particularly
disastrous slalom event in Weymouth about six years
ago when I fell or broke something in all of the races
and I was thoroughly dejected afterwards. A couple of
years, later Lady Luck was on my side when I almost
unbelievably came from behind to win my first British
Championships ahead of Simon Cofield. It was almost
unbelievable because to do so I had to beat Ross
Williams in the one final we completed. And, as many
will know, Ross is no slouch!

Getting time on the water is a struggle with work. I also
want to be a good father. Racing to a decent standard
does require commitment though. One of the biggest
problems with windsurfing is the chunk of time it takes
either side of a sailing session to get to and from the
beach and to rig and derig the equipment. I am lucky
that I live close to the beach so I can be out and back
within an hour if pushed. My wife knows that if I can
get out on the water regularly then I am a much more
patient and positive person the rest of the time, so she

10
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Since settling on the south coast of England I have
ended up focusing on slalom because it plays to my
strengths. I have also had various injuries over the
years, which don’t limit my slalom but are aggravated
by some wave and freestyle manoeuvres. I still love
wave sailing and even now am looking forward to the
slalom ‘off-season’ when I can get out my wave board.

I think I am naturally a competitive person and like to
push myself in whatever sports I do. Slalom racing
encourages me to make the most of every session on
the water – including the average ones. Living on the
south coast, we have many days when the wind is
force 4 and chugging back and forth without a goal
could get boring. However, with future races in mind, I
go out on my slalom gear and work on improving my
gybes and the way my gear is set-up. Competition is
one of the best ways of improving your sailing.

Hard on the emotions
Windsurfing has been very good to me. I have been
privileged to have sailed at some stunning locations
worldwide, to have made great friends, to have had
modest national competition success and to have

PROFILE JAMES DINSMORE

“Getting time on the water is a struggle with
work. I also want to be a good father.”

Waiting for wind in Sylt 2015. 
Credit: Aneeta Sinha
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Over the last five years I have used regular high
intensity weight training with low weights as a way of
keeping generally strong. I am sure that making
stretching a part of my daily or at least weekly routine
would be a good thing – but constraints make it
difficult at present.

If you want to prepare for competitive slalom then you
need the right conditions and the right training
partners. If you want to take on top international
competition then you need to train with guys who are
already successful on that stage. In the UK the only
person who fits that bill is Ross Williams and he is
rarely around. For the last three years I have spent 10
days in Tenerife before the season starts and that has
always been invaluable. 

Fuerteventura 
It is a privilege to take part in international
competition, especially the World Tour, and I went to
Fuerteventura to enjoy myself this year. Fuerte is a very
tough event. The competition is five days long and it
was windy every day. It is hot (especially in the rigging
tent) and sandy, and every morning you have to head
down first thing after breakfast to get your sails and
boards ready. It is a test of mental and physical
endurance.

Looking back at the PWA live stream it looked quite
idyllic conditions, with sailors on small kit and the
azure water seemingly pretty flat. It is an illusion; in
reality the conditions are extremely difficult on the race
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encourages me to get out there. A beachfront house
with gear rigged in a garden hangar would be helpful! 

A routine is something I don’t really have anymore.
These days my training and time on the water is
sporadic, depending on everything else going on in
life. One very important part of slalom sailing is that
physical conditioning is far from everything.
Accumulated experience and race craft skills go a very
long way. If you can set your gear up right and make
good decisions during a competition then you may be
able to be competitive even if you haven’t spent as
much time training.

Tuning process
Against the full time professionals, my back is very
much against the wall. They are fitter and are far more
prepared kit-wise than me. To be competitive in slalom
you need to have tuned up your equipment well before
the competition season starts, so that you can almost
forget about it when racing. The tuning process
requires many hours sailing in a wide range of
conditions while being pushed by expert tuning
partners. I am unable to manage this as an amateur
with a ‘normal’ life.

“Accumulated experience and race craft skills
go a very long way.”

“If you want to take on top international
competition then you need to train with guys
who are already successful on that stage.”
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participated in top-level international competition.
Competition is hard on the emotions and you have to
be prepared for disappointment. I had a particularly
disastrous slalom event in Weymouth about six years
ago when I fell or broke something in all of the races
and I was thoroughly dejected afterwards. A couple of
years, later Lady Luck was on my side when I almost
unbelievably came from behind to win my first British
Championships ahead of Simon Cofield. It was almost
unbelievable because to do so I had to beat Ross
Williams in the one final we completed. And, as many
will know, Ross is no slouch!

Getting time on the water is a struggle with work. I also
want to be a good father. Racing to a decent standard
does require commitment though. One of the biggest
problems with windsurfing is the chunk of time it takes
either side of a sailing session to get to and from the
beach and to rig and derig the equipment. I am lucky
that I live close to the beach so I can be out and back
within an hour if pushed. My wife knows that if I can
get out on the water regularly then I am a much more
patient and positive person the rest of the time, so she
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Since settling on the south coast of England I have
ended up focusing on slalom because it plays to my
strengths. I have also had various injuries over the
years, which don’t limit my slalom but are aggravated
by some wave and freestyle manoeuvres. I still love
wave sailing and even now am looking forward to the
slalom ‘off-season’ when I can get out my wave board.

I think I am naturally a competitive person and like to
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the water – including the average ones. Living on the
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go out on my slalom gear and work on improving my
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one of the best ways of improving your sailing.

Hard on the emotions
Windsurfing has been very good to me. I have been
privileged to have sailed at some stunning locations
worldwide, to have made great friends, to have had
modest national competition success and to have
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“Getting time on the water is a struggle with
work. I also want to be a good father.”

Waiting for wind in Sylt 2015. 
Credit: Aneeta Sinha
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course. It is often hugely windy, with gusts well over
forty knots, making it difficult to sail in a straight line at
times. On the reaches heading out, the waves and
chop mix to create a nightmarish surface that mean
even the best guys are dropping gybes at times. I was
happy to make it round the course dry, which is
something I usually don’t really think about. 

For me a big problem about the comparatively extreme
conditions was that I didn’t have the opportunity to
train and prepare for them. During the course of the

competition I made huge strides with the way I set my
equipment up but by the time I started to feel
comfortable, it was a bit late. As an example, I had
started off with nowhere near enough downhaul on my
small sails so when the big gusts hit I was being lifted
uncontrollably. In the races when the wind was
relatively light (e.g. 7m sail weather) I was more
competitive.

Slalom kit
I do agree that slalom is comparatively expensive and
perhaps more kit critical in comparison to wave or
freestyle. However, I started slalom in about 2005 with
a third hand board and two old sails and was able to
start to get to grips with the sport without being limited
by my kit. Any slalom kit that has been produced in the
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“I had started off with nowhere near enough
downhaul on my small sails so when the big

gusts hit I was being lifted uncontrollably.”

last five years can be very competitive during national
level races in the right hands and can be used to beat
guys on new but poorly tuned kit. At the highest level it
can become very expensive if you buy a
‘latest/greatest’ fin. 

I am very fortunate to have been supported by Severne
and Starboard for the last four seasons. They have
given me plenty of help, which has increased as I have
managed to deliver three successive British
Championships for them. They are able to provide
equipment and make swapping boards and sails each
season manageable. Quite clearly the deal I have got
has improved over the years as my profile has
improved within the sport. Aside from boards and sails
I am grateful to F-Hot for helping me in a similar way
with fins this year and to my other sponsor, the
National Watersports Festival.

Grass roots
At the start of each season I submit my plan and my
sponsors have a look and see if it seems reasonable.
As well as taking part in national and international
events, it is important that I am an ambassador in
other ways. I help out with grass roots racing by
running a local slalom group. They also know that I
don’t just turn up at events to win but also take time to
support the other team riders. In addition I get involved
in writing articles, doing interviews and support the
brands through social media.

I would advise anyone looking for support that
sponsors need not only sailors who will get results but
also sailors who will be an ambassador for their brand.
They should think of all the ways they might offer value
for money for their sponsor. 

It is often difficult to know which sponsors might be
suitable for you. It maybe that a brand can offer very
good value equipment but, if there is no one else you
know using it and no obvious technical support
available, then there is a risk that you will struggle to
discover how best to rig the sails and your results will
be disappointing on the race course. Technical support
is very important when it comes to making the most
from your slalom kit.

Newcomers
The UK slalom scene is really a bunch of pretty normal
people who go racing for fun at the weekends.
Newcomers are always welcomed and do not need to
feel daunted. Remember that everyone was a
newcomer once. If you are interested in competing,
then the UKWA website is the place to go for
information. If you want to try racing then events like
the National Watersports Festival are ideal, inclusive
and a great place to start.

I think it is fair to say that windsurfing is a comparably
inaccessible sport for many people. The equipment is
not inexpensive and is bulky – so you need a vehicle.
Personally, I was not able to really do much sailing until
I had a job and a car. My fellow windsurfers come from
all walks of life; I think of it as a niche sport as
opposed to an elitist sport.

For the last six or seven years I have been involved in
running local slalom clubs. It started when I lived in Poole
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“The UK slalom scene is really a bunch of
pretty normal people who go racing for fun at

the weekends.”
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and I ran the Poole Slalom club with a dynamic group,
including Guy Cribb. If the forecast suits on a Wednesday
evening in summer then we gather on the beach. 

I think if windsurfing is to rise in popularity it will be on
the back of advances in inflatable technology that will
allow the boards to become more portable. There are
some interesting ones coming to market as we speak.

Day job
For my day job I am a hospital doctor specialising in
anaesthetics and so I spend most of my days in an
operating theatre. Working full time means that
windsurfing is definitely a hobby as opposed to anything
more. Sadly I got into windsurfing and racing far too late
in life to ever be able to try out being a full time pro. It is
very difficult making a living from competitive
windsurfing and I now have far too many home and
work commitments to make it a realistic possibility. 

My wife Aneeta is a fair weather windsurfer, needing
tropical air and water temperatures before she gets
aboard. She has not sailed since we went to Boracay
in the Philippines several years ago. We had great fun
on a tandem then and it would be great to repeat that
experience one day. 

I am quite excited about foiling, as it is a very different
experience and a new challenge. It will allow me to get
out in very light winds and the impressive ability to head
up and downwind means that you can actually go places
rather than just going back and forth. I was hoping to get
plenty of time on my foil in the August break mid-slalom

season, but I have been kept off the water because of
wounds that I sustained in Fuerteventura. 

Embracing technology 
I think that it is healthy to embrace technology and be
open-minded. In windsurfing and SUP I suspect the
foiling element will be taken up by a minority only. 

The problem with slalom racing is that you need a
decent amount of wind and there is no guarantee of
that at events. Foiling gives the possibility to use a
slalom board and sail in very light winds, so you can
actually compete. The French run a foiling class at
slalom events if the wind is very light and I understand
that IFCA may run a World Championship next year. I
do think the Neil Pryde Olympic proposal to use foils in
light winds and then race slalom on the same boards
with a normal fin in higher winds could be fantastic. 

My wife and daughter often come to support me and
spur me on. I am grateful to Aneeta for her enduring
support, to my father for introducing me to windsurfing,
to Allan Cross as a friend and team manager and to my
main sponsors Starboard and Severne.
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It is very difficult making a living from
competitive windsurfing and I now have far
too many home and work commitments to
make it a realistic possibility.
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I’m of a French nationality, grew up in Qatar and did
my uni days in the UK. Shamal is the local wind in
Qatar. My custom boards were called Shamal and
that’s where the name for my sunglasses came from.
I guess I just grew up with an interest in design.
Aren’t we all a little bit obsessed with it

Quality is definitely the key ingredient to good
products. I know it sounds generic but it’s true. When
you start with quality, you can always filter down and
cover other value propositions, but quality is always a
good place to start.

WORDS: TIESDA YOU
PICS: SHAMAL WINDSURFING, STARBOARD
TIESDA YOU’S WHOLE LIFE HAS BEEN ABOUT DESIGN
AND COMING UP WITH ON POINT PRODUCTS THAT
LOOK GREAT, HAVE HUGE AMOUNTS OF USER APPEAL;
ALL WITHOUT LOSING SIGHT OF THE KEY INGREDIENT:
FUNCTIONALITY. Having been indoctrinated into the
Starboard family, Tiesda has been able
to bring many of his board shaping
ideas to fruition and now with Shamal in
the mix, he’s crossing over to
complimentary accessories.
Windsurfing UK caught up with Tiesda to
get the gossip.
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Design career
At about age 15 I figured I wouldn't be able to make it
as a professional windsurfer, so I decided to be a
designer instead. I started to orientate myself in that
direction, shaping my first boards, studying engineering
at uni and then doing internships. It worked out really
well and looking back, I’m glad it went the way it did.
I’ve been incredibly lucky.

My favourite product would definitely be the Starboard
Formula 147. It was the board that gave me
confidence to push the envelope. At the time I was 22
and we were looking to develop a board that would
replace the Formula 186. Phil McGain and Kevin
Pritchard were on hand to develop the new board and I
did my own little thing in the background. Eventually,
my prototype made it to the final test and won, and
was selected to go into production before going on to
win quite a few races. There were lots of
groundbreaking ideas that went into that board: it was
really thin and it had a really wide tail. I introduced
those innovations with that board and it worked!

18PROFILE TIESDA YOU

“Performance is objective, and good design
is mostly subjective and emotional. The two

together makes the whole.” 
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Every year seems to bring something new and exciting
for me. Foils are something that's really making me
excited right now though.

As far as getting on the water myself… It depends on
the season. When it's windy, I can be on the water
almost every day. When it's not windy, it can be two or
three weeks just catching up on emails… that’s not so
much fun.

Starboard’s new foil designs
I’m not in the shaping bay much anymore. We have
four shapers who are incredibly skilled, so I would
typically design on my computer and leave the shaping
to them. We are also four designers now, so the team
offloads a lot of the work depending on the category.
Right now I personally am looking after Starboard’s
new foil designs. Besides design, there's all the other
aspects of running the business, from pricing,
production issues, working with our customers, making
catalogues and tweaking the website for example.

Starboard’s foils and planing inflatable boards are two
growth drivers. The trends we’re seeing are that
planing inflatables, that started with our AirPlanes, are
definitely here to stay and perhaps grow more than
expected. Foils are also making a big buzz and it’s
bringing some renewed interest – from windsurfers and
more interestingly renewed interest from non-
windsurfers in windsurfing too.

Windsurf promotion
When and how people windsurf has maybe changed but
I don’t agree that windsurfing has necessarily gone down
in participation levels. But I do believe that windsurfing
needs to do more to promote itself to the world.
Windsurfing is a wonderful sport: we windsurfers know
this but outside our bubble, people have barely heard of
the sport, let alone visualized how amazing it is. 

To help with windsurfing’s promotion, sailors should
buy Shamal Windsurfing sunglasses! Seriously: I
created Shamal Windsurfing sunglasses because I see
windsurfers spending money on sunglasses brands like
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I don’t agree that windsurfing has necessarily gone down
in participation levels. But I do believe that windsurfing
needs to do more to promote itself to the world.
Windsurfing is a wonderful sport: we windsurfers know
this but outside our bubble, people have barely heard of
the sport, let alone visualized how amazing it is. 

To help with windsurfing’s promotion, sailors should
buy Shamal Windsurfing sunglasses! Seriously: I
created Shamal Windsurfing sunglasses because I see
windsurfers spending money on sunglasses brands like
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“Foils are something that's really making
me excited right now though.”
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RayBan or Oakley that do virtually nothing to support or
promote windsurfing. When you buy a pair of Shamal
sunglasses, the money goes back to supporting and
promoting windsurfing. 

The idea is to create a marketing arm for the
windsurfing sport. There are lots of windsurfing
hardware brands, but not so many fashion brands.
Looking at most other sports, they have fashion brands
that generate revenue by promoting their sport’s
lifestyle. We’re missing that, so that’s why I wanted to
start Shamal Windsurfing. It’s a cross-industry brand
that I hope can represent windsurfers and the
windsurfing lifestyle. Shamal Windsurfing reinvests
what we make from sunglasses sales 100% back into
windsurfing and windsurfers.

Windsurfing lifestyle
I’m starting with sunglasses because it’s something that
can complement the hardware brands and can be a part
of the windsurfing lifestyle. I mean, all windsurfers wear
sunglasses right? Next, I’m not quite sure. It needs to be
an item that complements hardware brands, not create
any conflicts. Maybe windsurfers’ watches?

If you imagine the total sum of money windsurfers
spend on sunglasses, it’s quite a lot, right? With this
revenue channel, we can boost our sport with what you

PROFILE TIESDA YOU

can call a ‘marketing budget’ to promote windsurfing to
the general public. When I look at surfing, I can see so

many surf fashion brands that promote surfing.
Windsurfing needs that type of mechanism too.

I’m very much indebted to the guys on the
team because they believe in the idea,
and what it is that we can achieve.
These guys are superstars and here
they are, helping a start-up brand
get traction. They get what I am
trying to do and what could be a
cool thing for windsurfing. I’m
really happy and thankful for
their support. Shamal team

riders have to want
to be part of
what we are
doing: that’s
the key
attribute…

Shamal Windsurfing reinvests what we make
from sunglasses sales 100% back into

windsurfing and windsurfers.
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PROFILE: WINDSURFING UK
PICS: STEVE THORP AND JOE COCKLE 

POUNDING THE MILES IN AN EFFORT TO SCORE KILLER
CONDITIONS ON A FICKLE FORECAST, STEVE THORP IS THE
ULTIMATE NOMADIC WAVE SLAYER WHO HAS ONE EYE ON

SPEED SAILING TOO. BASED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE COUNTRY
PUTS THORPY IN AN EFFICIENT POSITION FOR HITTING ANY OF
THE FOUR COASTS AROUND OUR GREEN AND PLEASANT LAND.
ALSO OWNER OF MELLOW YELLOW K4 FINS, STEVE’S PASSION

FOR WIND, WAVES, PLASTIC AND DOGS IS TANGIBLE.

Tell us about your early days of
windsurfing – when did you discover
the sport, what appealed and what

caused the bug to bite? 
It’s all a little cloudy now, being over 30 years

ago, but I remember my first time was with the
EMGAS (East Midlands Gas Sailing Club) for
whom my mum worked for at the time. I’d

already done a little surfing on holiday and this
seemed like a good alternative for the flat water

near Leicester – flat water surfing, kind of.

Where did you take those first
forays and do you ever pay the spot

a visit these days?
It was definitely at the best local spot, Rutland

Water, but we all sailed in ‘the creek’ back then.
I popped over for a Rutland demo recently but it
really is a rare occurrence to be honest. Not that

I don’t enjoy sailing there, it’s just that there’s
always somewhere better on the coast,

especially now that freestyle isn’t my main thing.
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Who were your sponsors at that point?
What was expected of you? 
My first sponsors were Midland Diving Equipment
(which became Sliders Distribution with Anton Poll,
who now distributes Hot Sails). I guess they expected
me to carry on winning local races, promoting the shop
and being an ambassador at the lake. I had a brief
spell with Cygnus Sails when I was using Gaastra (now
GA). Then a long, happy relationship with Dave Noble
Windsurfing when I was picked up by WhiteBoarders
after doing well in national events. 

They of course expected you to get results, train hard
and drink hard too! It was also a time when you had to
‘earn’ your sponsorship – turn up at all the race
events, the demo days and the boat shows, regardless
of the forecast! I then sailed for Simmer for a long
period with help from Farrel O’Shea. I’ve been
sponsored for 26 years so there’s been a few!
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At one point you were competing fairly
regularly. How long did that last and which
type of events did you gravitate towards?
It was always slalom in the early days. First locally at
Rutland when I was around 18, organised by Eric Holts
WFA (Whitwell Funboard Association). Success there
soon lead to sponsors and the BFA (British Funboard
Association). Longboards never appealed, so I missed
out on that whole scene and I think my starts suffered!
Though when ‘short board’ course racing became an
option (upwind legs) I got really into that, especially the
big ‘M’ courses in rolling swell at places like Marazion. 

Wavesailing contests seemed like the preserve of the
Hawaiians at that time, it wasn’t all about the Canaries
so I never felt like someone from Leicester could
compete, but I guess hanging out with guys that did
the wave events soon rubbed off. I also got into
freestyle competition when that came around. But
other than minor dabbles, I’ve never had a decent go
at the PWA or had the opportunity to train for it.

“It was also a time when you had to ‘earn’
your sponsorship – turn up at all the race

events, the demo days and the boat shows,
regardless of the forecast!”

PROFILE STEVE THORP

Steve Thorp windsurfing at Gwithian, Cornwall. 
Credit: Joe Cockle. http://joecockle.blogspot.co.uk

What about now? Who gives you support?
My boards are from Moo Custom. Jon originally made
me a speed board to suit my light weight and it soon
expanded to wave boards (the strength and weight
compared to production kit means I’m happy to pay
good money for Jon’s boards). Sails are Hot Sails Maui
through Anton, but for 2017 I’ll be getting support from
Ezzy which I’m pretty excited about! Fins, I seem to have
plenty of kicking about (wonder why, smirk – ed). 

Everything else is from Unifiber Windsurfing Equipment
who have been really good to me and supply me with
all the gear I need. It’s excellent quality, reliable stuff
that I love. Also a mention to Bluesmiths and Dryrobe
who sort out keeping me warm après surf. I think
myself pretty lucky to still get so much help so I do my
best to promote the brands.

Can you recall when you decided that
competitive windsurfing wasn’t for you?
What drew you to that conclusion? Any
plans to revisit comps at some point?
I guess racing wise, when it went to huge kit to cope
with light winds, a lot of the original crew drifted off
and it was never quite the same. I did have a brief
comeback to slalom but my heart was never in it
enough to get up at 7am and rig three fully cam’d sails

before breakfast or spend a fortune on competitive
fins. Especially when half the sailors can only cope
with three races a day rather than the 20 I’d have
liked! I guess the main thing for me is that if I’m not at
work I want to be on the water having the most fun
possible, and contests don’t always fulfil that
requirement. If there’s a windy wave contest though, I
still love to enter.

These days you’re more noted as a wave
sailing road warrior – searching out the
best conditions for the forecast. How
hard is it to score and what tips would
you gives others considering such a life?
Yeah, it’s usually not that difficult. I guess it helps to
not mind driving long distances at the drop of a hat,
and have an understanding partner. 

Forecast wise, I really just use XC weather to get a
rough idea of the whole country every day, check the
charts to be more certain nearer the day and keep
checking until I get in the van to leave. I’ll give Big
Salty, Magicseaweed, WindGuru and the Met Office a
check too the night before. Experience helps decide
which beach to head to, but it’s not rocket science. 10
minutes on Google maps can tell you a lot. I also
check the local surf shop forecasts for swell if I’m not
sure, and any eyeball reports first thing in the morning.
I guess it’s the ‘almost’ forecasts when you’re
desperate for a sail that are the hard ones to call. Top
tip is not to make plans until the very last minute,
sometimes even half way down the M5!
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What’s the longest journey you’ve taken
on for the shortest session? Was it
worth it?
We drove overnight to the south of France for a speed
session on an epic forecast. We honestly thought we
were on for a guaranteed record day. We arrived to find
the speed strip destroyed by storms we hadn’t spotted
and Lance (Newbury) hurt his back pulling his downhaul
on. I sailed for half hour to wash the sleep out of my
eyes and we set off home again. Definitely not worth the
drive, but you’ve got to be in it to win it, if you don’t go
you’ll never know etc…

Although you do rack up the miles, do you
seem to end up in similar places? If so
where’s your usual stomping ground – if
there’s such a place for you? 
Yeah, I think it’s a strange one. I’ve scoped a hell of a
lot of the British coastline looking for options, but there
really aren’t that many places that work that well!
Rhosneigr is a classic example, you think ‘there must be
somewhere else’ but I don’t think there is.

So yes, I’m usually at the same places and only really
stray from my usual spots when there’s an unusual
forecast. St Ives Bay, Yorkshire and Rhossi are probably
where I end up most. The unusual forecasts do usually
offer up the truly classic days though and there are a
few I’m still waiting for.

If you had to sail one spot for the rest
of your life where would it be – home or
away – and why?
If it was always firing and empty? Probably Cloudbreak!
Imagine that! I don’t get out the UK much, so I’m no
expert on faraway places. If I had the money, I’d do
some research though! I do love UK sailing and I’d be
more than happy to ride at one or two of the spots here
every day for the rest of my life if that once every five
year day became ground hog day! 

How much overseas travel do you do? 
Not a lot at all. I just go surfing in Portugal a fair bit as
it’s dirt cheap for flights, dirt cheap when you get there
and I’m 20 minutes from a budget airport, so it actually
works out cheaper than a weekend in Cornwall (when
you take into account the parking fees, coffee prices –
never mind a B&B –remember when they were £18 a
night?!). My last windsurf trip abroad was Maui in 2011.
I’d love to go again, but basically I’m too tight. If I won
the lottery the carbon footprint would be horrendous.

What about your home spot? You live
almost in the middle of England but there
has to be a stretch of water close by?
It’s Rutland. It’s a great spot but lacks one major
ingredient. Redcar is probably my local break – two
hours away with a clear road.

It’s not just hardcore wave sailing with
you, however. Speed sailing plays its
part. Which area of windsurfing do you
prefer – speed or waves? What are the
hardest conditions to line up?
I prefer the waves at the moment, my speed mojo has
taken a hit lately. Since it changed from £100 diesel to
a £6,000 holiday to basically compete with the same
people. Great for a record attempt, not so great for Joe
Blogs. That and losing too much weight! Speed sailing’s
not easy at 75kg!

There are some dreamy spots like Roa Island, but the
fairly simple looking forecast on paper – honking WSW
wind and neap tide – just never seems to happen.

What’s your fave speed sailing location
and why?
Kirby. It’s just so easy. Mirror flat and so much fun next
to the wall scaring the dog walkers.  But Southend and
Roa are also pretty special and potentially a lot faster.

Outside of windsurfing you also chase
solid surfing conditions. Is it easier to
nail offshore barrels than solid sailing
sessions?
It’s easy, except for one major factor which is the ruin of
surfing in the 2000’s – crowds. We all know the best
spots and when they’re going to fire, but catching them
empty is nigh on impossible these days. Even on the
north coast of Scotland and beyond. This is really the
great thing about wave sailing: you can catch an
amazing all time session at an epic wave with just a
handful out, no pecking order and zero attitude. We’re
lucky to have that.

“Perfect speed days are ridiculously hard to line
up. You just really do ’never know until you go’. A
five degree shift in wind direction can make all
the difference.”
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What’s better – double over head kegs
or mast high and 40 knots?
The best 10 seconds of my life is probably being gifted a
wide double overhead set wave at Uluwatu, Indonesia,
and getting a dry hair, stand up barrel without trying. I’ve
not come even remotely close since. But 99% of the
time windsurfing in good waves is better and the bigger
the wave the better it is for me.

Talk to us about K4 Fins. Why did you
decide to set up a fin
company? 
It was very much by accident. I
thought, why not try to mould
some fins as I had access to
everything? And they turned out
pretty good! So good that I knew
I was onto something.

How hard has it been
building a UK
windsurfing brand? Any
plans to expand into
other areas of the
sport? 
It’s been pretty easy, to be
honest. It’s a small community
and word gets around pretty
quick, especially with the advent
of social media. Murray Saunders has been a great help
in distributing and promoting the fins for us with
‘Windriven Sales’. He’s the man when it comes to
working with shops and brands.

We recently saw pics of a foil system
you’ve developed with the help of fellow
UK sailor Sam Sills. What made you
decide to embark on this project?
Foils. These have been on the radar for a long time. A
couple of years back someone came to us wanting
plastic wings for their carbon set up, which seemed a
great idea, and we’ve been waiting on them but
nothing’s happened. So that kind of threw us off course
from working on our own. 

Sam Sills came along with a great design for a carbon
performance foil and it seemed good to manufacture
that and we were very excited about getting going.
Once we weighed things up a little more carefully, we
realised it was an awful lot of work and investment with
no guarantee that we’d sell many. We have something

in the pipeline, but not much to say about it just yet
other than we’re approaching it from the opposite end
of the scale.

I’m definitely keen to get into foiling myself, it seems
like a great light wind weapon. I’ve got hold of a board, I
just need to find time to build a foil prototype! I think
eventually it will be huge but there are some big
problems limiting the market – cost and availability of
suitable boards being the two main hurdles.

I can see it moving into the extreme end of the market
with wave and speed foils –
people are already looping
them, of course. It would be
great if they could be utilised in
speed sailing, as it would open
up a lot of new courses for
record speeds and maybe make
the specialist canals redundant.
But we’re a long way from that
at the moment. I’m sure there
will be a whole new level of
wipeout hilarity getting there!

Any comments on UK
windsurfing in
general? 
I like where windsurfing’s at and
I love the UK scene! I honestly
don’t care that it’s not as

popular or as ‘cool’ as surfing, despite being a brand
and wanting to make a living from selling equipment. 

I think it’s a cool sport. When you think we can actually
sail up into the lip of a 20ft wave and smash it one, get
air and sail away. We can ‘rip’ BIG waves far more
effectively than any surfer (barrels aside). We can do
motorcross style jumping. We can get just as big a
‘speed’ buzz as bike racing by going speed sailing. We
can do skateboard style tricks with freestyle windsurfing
– crazy stuff. We can do all this on one day if we put the
time in to get that good. I’m pretty sure it’s the best
sport ever invented and I’d also say we’re one big,
happy family. It’s always good to see another windsurfer.
UK-wise we seem to do pretty good, there are a lot of
legends about.

Final shouts, thanks and praise?
Well, big thanks to everyone who has helped me over
the years and my current sponsors, including new sails
from Ezzy. Thanks to those that share the epic days and
thanks to those who have got windsurfing to where it is.
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PROFILE STEVE THORP
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PROFILE ZARA DAVIS30

ZARA IS PROBABLY ONE OF THE BEST KNOWN
FEMALE WINDSURFERS IN THE UK. WITH TWO
WORLD RECORDS AND NUMEROUS EUROPEAN AND
WORLD TITLES IN SPEED SAILING TO HER NAME, IT’S
NOT SURPRISING.
WORDS AND PICS: PETE DAVIS

But what a lot of people don’t know is she is a
qualified Osteopath and holds down a full time job
running her own medical centre – Walnut Grove
Clinic in Portishead. Zara also recently turned 50
years old.  

Like most of us she tries to get as much time on the water
as she can. But with work, weather and life getting in the
way that is normally only a few days a month on average.
We caught up with the queen of speed and asked her how
she has achieved her success and what keeps her wanting
more.

I started windsurfing at the age of 13 in 1979 but stopped
after a couple years due to illness. I didn’t take it up again
till my late 20s, mainly because my boss windsurfed at
Brogborough Lake. I met my husband, Pete, there and never
looked back. Starting off I did a little bit of low key
competition in early 2000’s but didn’t enter my first speed
event until 2005 in Sotavento, Fuerteventura. It was the
World Championships and Pete had always wanted to get
involved, so I did too. I came 5th out of 15 in the world.
After that I thought I must be pretty good at this, so I
started to concentrate more on speed.
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Training for my world record speed run was done mostly
in the gym utilising suspension training, pilates and
weights, plus triathlon for general fitness. Due to work,
the time to windsurf can be short. It did help going to
West Kirby Marine Lake and getting some runs in as it’s
a similar start and corner to Luderitz.

Using a larger fin
I am very lucky to have sponsors who help me get my
equipment tuned up. I use the same gear but set up
slightly differently to men. For example, I was on the
same size sail as Antoine Albeau when we both broke
the record in 2012. My sail had a softer mast and
battens to allow it to breathe easier so it was less
powerful as I am obviously not as strong as him! Farrel
O’Shea has been a real mentor in this regard. I couldn’t
have done it without his technical help. I am lighter and
not moving as quickly as the top men so actually use a
larger fin. Also with modern high modulus carbon now
available my booms and masts are so much lighter and
more responsive.

Being awarded ‘Most Inspiring Windsurfer of the Year’ at
September’s National Watersports Festival means more
than any of my other of titles. It was such an honour to
be recognised and presented with this award. I have
made it a bit of a mission to inspire and get people
taking up windsurfing – particularly girls.
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Speed in the blood
I went after the speed thing because I don’t gybe well!
Seriously, I was always fast, even as a beginner. Always
chasing the guy in front. My father and brother drove
rally cars and my grandfather raced motorcycles in the
Isle of Man TT so I think speed is just in my blood. Also
less kit is required, meaning it’s cheaper to enter comps
and travel and you can race with your heroes – men or
women – on the same course. Speed competition isn’t
aggressive and you are really competing with yourself
and the conditions, mostly. 

GPS has also made it easy to compete in speed.  In
national and international competitions you can record
your fastest runs when it’s windy and time allows before
uploading time to GPS Speed Surfing (www.gps-
speedsurfing.com) and compare yourself with others.
This is how the annual NWF British Speed ladder was
run. But it was disappointing that I was the only girl
taking part out of 77 men. Come on girls it’s easy, get a
GPS and get uploading!

PROFILE ZARA DAVIS

“Being awarded ‘Most Inspiring Windsurfer of the
Year’ at September’s National Watersports Festival
means more than any of my other of titles.”

Zara on Luderitz Canal

Zara at the NWF

I love working with kids as well. Pete is one of the coaches and
I help out as often as I can with technique and encouragement.
This year the Axbridge Animals won the National Club
Championships so huge congrats to them and all the coaches
and backroom staff who have helped this happen.

Good technique
There are not that many girls speed sailing which is sad
isn’t it? Speed sailing is the easiest form of competition. No
turning and no aggression going round a slalom course. I think
the perception is you have to take a massive sail out and
need to be big and strong which isn’t true. Good technique
and being in control will always win over brute force  so come
on girls, have a go!

For 2017 I am planning to get a foil for my slalom boards as
this looks like fun and I think could be the future. Any advice on
the best one for me gratefully accepted. Then hopefully I will
get some slalom training in the bag with TWS (Tenerife)
between Jan-Mar. I then plan on competing in the British
Slalom series and may even try to attend a PWA event! (If I
can get time off work.) And don’t forget the British Speed
ladder and Weymouth Speed Week – a full year as always.

Zara is sponsored by RRD, Simmer, AL360, Synergy
Worldwide, Sonntag and Walnut Grove Clinic.
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PROFILE: WINDSURFING UK
PICS: RUSSELL GROVES 

If you’ve ever had the fortune of travelling to Costa
Teguise, Lanzarote, to windsurf, then you will have

probably come across Russell Groves. A UK
transplant to the island, Russell has been a
permanent face on ‘the rock’ since 1989.

Affectionately known as the Wave Hobbit, Russell
has been coaching, filming and sharing the stoke to
all he can. Showing no signs of stopping, his mantra

‘Live to Ride’ echoes all around the resort.
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“My instructor gave me his race sail and I
experienced planing. I was hooked – and
next summer I was teaching windsurfing!”
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INTERVIEW RUSSELL GROVES
You’ve been a permanent fixture in Costa
Teguise, Lanzarote, for years. When did
you first come to the island and what
made you decide you wanted to stay?
I came to Lanzarote the last day of August 1989 to set
up a windsurf school for Whitehall Leisure Sports. They
were based in the Celeste Apartments in Costa
Teguise. I had never been to Lanzarote and came in
time to experience the last of its summer conditions. I
set up the school over the winter and left the company
in March 1990.

Jill (my other half) and I decided to try and stay for the
summer and discover the island. By September we
were running out of money and had to make the sad
decision to go back to England. The day before we
bought the tickets to go home, I was offered a job in
the F2 Pro Center so we could stay.

What appeals about ‘the rock’? How
would convince riders to visit?
The contrast. I am an artist and waterman. Lanzarote
gives me everything I need. The light and colours, to
every water condition you can dream about. It is said
that you either love Lanzarote or hate it; there is no in-
between. Never a week goes by where I do not see old
friends. Lanzarote is about discovery. Open your mind
and you will find.

Tell us a bit about your background.
Where did you first learn to windsurf and
what age were you? 
I was put in a boat when I was three and started
playing in waves when I was five. So you can say I
started my love of the ocean very young. 

I went to a sports boarding school when I was nine on
the Isle of Wight in Bembridge and my mother moved
to Bonchurch. I say I come from the IOW, as it became
our permanent home. During the summer term, every
Tuesday was sailing. 

My mother worked as the chef in a residential sailing
school, so every holiday I was there. When I was 13 I
started to help in the school, rather than just sailing –
teaching and general maintenance. At 18 I could legally
get my coaching certificates and when I was 20 I was
made a senior sailing coach – teaching instructors.

My introduction to windsurfing was when I was at the
National Sailing School in Cowes, where they
introduced it to the programme. All sailing instructors
had to give it a try one evening after work. I was not
convinced, as all I ever saw were people falling off. The
principle of windsurfing is exactly the same as sailing a
boat without a rudder. My balance is very good, so I
found it very easy in light wind. I was sailing high
performance dinghies and had no interest. But then

my instructor gave me his race sail and I experienced
planing. I was hooked – and next summer I was
teaching windsurfing!

I love to learn, so I worked my way up to a windsurfing
trainer. Moving to Lanzarote gave me the opportunity
to be involved with international riders, especially once
the PWA started to come to Costa Teguise. I moved
away from the RYA system and started my fascination
with how things work.

How do the windsurfing conditions in Lanza
compare to those in the UK? In your opinion
is it better to sail in Costa Teguise?
Most windsurfing in England is on beach breaks, so it
cannot be compared to Costa Teguise. In England my
sailing area was the south coast and the prevailing
wind was starboard tack. I had never sailed waves on
port. Costa Teguise is that – so when I first came here I
sailed Famara (north coast) a lot. Matagorda was also
a popular spot for the English. Las Cucharas is a reef
break, so in fact a simple spot to sail, even when quite
big. The wave jacks up in exactly the same spot. It’s
much easier than a sand bottom location.

Where’s the best spot to windsurf on Lanza
for advanced riders? What about
beginners/intermediates And what time of
year would you suggest for each skill level?
Lanzarote is an amazing island for advanced riders. As
the level gets higher and higher, more spots are being
discovered. When I first came here, the main areas
were Puerto del Carmen for beginner/intermediate,
Costa Teguise for beginner/intermediate/advanced,
then Famara and Jameos del Agua for advanced.

Things have changed a little now, as the only windsurf
schools are in Costa Teguise. When we get good
conditions it is not easy for beginners. July/August can
be tricky.

The Canary trade winds are NE and when it is true NE
Las Cucharas is the best spot, with several different
waves to play on. However there are many other spots
we go to in different wind directions. When the wind
has more north in it we hit Jameos del Agua – a reef
and point break. Too much north we move up to
Jameos 2 and a bit of east down to Cartel. NW sees us
move further north to English Left. This has to be big
otherwise it breaks too close to the rocks. Arrieta is
also great for freestyle. 

When an E blows we move down to Playa Honda and the
airport – especially when Costa Teguise is big. My
favourite spot in ESE is Orzola, but Famara is also
popular. S/SW for San Juan or the ship wreck in Famara
or Puerto del Carmen. West winds favour Playa Blanca. 

You can see that we have spots for all wind directions!
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There are some pretty stand out riders on
the island – who’s killing it lately? Anyone
coming up through the ranks we should
keep an eye on?
Las Cucharas is Noah Voecker's home spot. He is the
most exciting one to watch as he is developing his
jumping. It is also Tonky Frans’ playground too. They are
always out together, pushing it to the limit both in waves
and freestyle. We get the most amazing display of
incredibly high back loops and forwards.

At the moment there are no really young ones living here
coming up, but there are some that arrive during the
summer and I look forward to seeing how they have
developed through the winter in their home waters.

Which sailor do you like watching the most
– either in Lanza or elsewhere?
I like watching all sailors, so I do not have a favourite.
That said Gollito Estredo’s videos are a must watch! The
same with Victor Fernandez. Also two freestyle sailors I
am following a lot are Amado Vrieswijk and Hugo de
Sousa. They are really working on new variations and it
is amazing to see what they are doing when they have
perfect conditions.

In waves I take note of Loick Lesauvage – he will be a
world champion one day. He is one of the few that is
equal on both tacks.

I have also been looking closely at Riccardo Marca for a
few years. I met him this July when he came here for the
EFPT. It is his first year on tour. We spent many hours
talking and he has a very interesting view on how he
wants windsurfing to develop – not just about himself.
He has a project for the winter, which I will be helping
him with.

What’s your opinion of general windsurfing
standards these days?
The gaps have moved further apart again. Top riders are
pushing the sport to areas I never dreamed about. Their
moves are unbelievable. Not just in the way they rotate
but the height too. 

How can they go so high off small waves? Ok it is windy
BUT…! Riders and equipment designers are working
more closely together. The top five sailors in all
disciplines can be world champions. It just depends on
the day.

The top 10 are very close but then there is quite a gap
when you go to the top 20. Below top 20, they have a
long way to go. Standards of good local riders have gone
higher, especially in wave and freestyle.
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Tell us a little about your job and what 
you do. 
It is all about getting people on the water, having fun.
Helping them to make the correct choice of kit and
making sure it is set up correctly for them. That is my
daily routine. I can rig up to 100 sails a day. I also make
sure the club runs smoothly; board repairs, swapping
harness lines and general maintenance.

Admin plays a part too. And I make sure that I keep up
to date with everything that is going on in the windsurf
industry.

In terms of coaching, I only do the high level stuff now. I
spend a lot of time watching and editing video. This
means the days can be long, working before and after
we close the club when it is quiet.

Promotional work. Photo shoots and videos for the tour
operators to sell our destination.

Everybody’s dream is to work in a windsurf centre, they
think you have lots of time to go windsurfing! What many
miss is that it is your job. The better the conditions, the
more work you have to do. If I do get a chance to be on
the water at work, it is coaching – so following people
and doing demonstrations or sailing around doing safety.

How many windsurfers (and SUPers) do
you see coming through your doors each
season, on average?
We are open 365 days of the year, unlike most
destinations that have a season. July and August we
limit to 35 fixed clients who book a board for their
holiday. This means, counting the people who just rent
for 1 or 2 hours, we can have up to 50 people a day
hiring. With lessons we can cover around 35 people a
day. The team is made up of six people. In
June/September this drops to four. We then have 15
fixed clients and around the same number in lessons.
The rest of the year only has three of us working, when
we have 10 fixed clients and 10 people a day in lessons
– on a good week. There are stand up paddle boards for
people to use when there is no wind.
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How does stand up paddle boarding add
to the Costa Teguise mix? Is it more
popular than sailing or are riders using
both sports to max out their water time?
SUP is not so popular in Lanzarote, due to the wind.
But in the winter we have many perfect days for
paddling. Since the introduction of the inflatable SUPs
I am seeing more in Costa Teguise with people bringing
them on holiday.

I was one of the first people to get a SUP here. Surfers
and windsurfers thought it was strange. I did a lot of
kayak surf and surfski when I was younger, so when I
saw SUP I just had to get one. Mostly a longboard
surfer, riding a SUP in waves came naturally. Boards in
the beginning were large, so I quickly made my own
custom 8'5''. It was based on an 8'4'' Bonger Perkins
Mal. For me, SUP is the perfect alternative to
windsurfing. In light winds I will windSUP and in no
wind will paddle.

The SUPs I am riding at the moment are the Fanatic
pro wave 8' and the 10' Stylemaster. We have a nice
small wave in front of the club (and my house) when
there is a NE swell. It is sheltered from the wind a bit,
so quite often we can be windsurfing on the outside
reefs before coming back inside to SUP surf. We get a
small window with the tide of about an hour. The
incoming tide is safer; on a dropping tide you have to
know when to stop, otherwise you’ll be on the rocks!

With Costa Teguise being one of those
key global windsurfing destinations,
you’re in a position to gauge the overall
popularity of the sport. Do you think
windsurfing is due another boom – as
some industry types are predicting?
It is interesting if you think there may be another boom
in windsurfing. My gut feeling is the reverse. The sport
has become way too expensive and there is no sign of
the prices going down. It is true that the designs are
getting better and better. Boards and sails are easier
to use and have a wider wind range. It is possible to
have less kit to sail the average conditions.

This year I have seen a decline in the amount of
people just having one lesson to give it a go but an
increase in people taking three or more lessons. There
has also been an increase in the more advanced
lessons.

If this is the new trend, then this could create a mini
boom as people taking lessons will improve faster. I
have also seen a boost in the amount of people that
only sail on holiday – destination sailors.

You’re known as a photographer and
someone who documents sessions. Is
this still a big part of your life? Who do
you enjoy snapping the most and why?
Yes I take photos and also create videos. When I pick
up these tools there are two objectives: to create art or
to help my teaching. Art is always the primary goal. 

Finding time to do photo shoots is always tricky but I
love to do them. When there are good conditions I
seem to always be busy with other areas of work.
When there are good people sailing I try to find time.
Tonky and Noah are always great to shoot. 

Yes there are times that I just go out with the camera –
but mostly I go with an idea in mind.

As we understand you’ve hung up your
windsurfing harness for the time being –
what brought about this decision?
No I have not hung up my harness. My job is very
physical so I have stopped sailing after work. The
chance of injury was getting too high, I cannot afford a
day off work. I used to sail a lot at sunrise but there
have not been so many days this year where we have
had conditions.

Spending a lifetime of doing high impact sports is
taking its toll on my body and I am having problems
with my joints now. This year it is my hips. I am finding
it difficult to do certain movements which has made it
hard to sail strong winds and big waves. Being a
person who was on the water a lot early in the morning
meant I sailed alone, which I love, but you must be
very fit and able to rescue yourself.

It is not a question of will I get back out there, as I
have not left. It is about having the correct conditions
to be safe and have fun. Just sailing up and down has
never interested me. I have to have something to think
about. That is why wave sailing is my passion. Now it is
small waves and light wind, not a combination you get
so often. It is funny, I have had problems with most of
my joints at some point. I am learning to correct my
movements again.

“Being a person who was on the water a lot
early in the morning meant I sailed alone,
which I love, but you must be very fit and able
to rescue yourself.”
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Once the summer season is done, do you
head off on trips yourself? 
Being on the water is all year round on Lanzarote.
June/July/August are the windy months with waves in
Costa Teguise. October through to March we get waves
on the north shore. So it is only a case of which board
takes priority in the bag. Costa Teguise is now my
home again and so it is where I go on the water.

I had a B&B in the north of the island in Maguez, and a
windsurf/surf/kite/mountain bike academy for 15 years.
I travelled every day, riding the best spots. It was
hardcore discovery with many excellent wave riders.

I sold everything and moved back to Costa Teguise,
where I could sail kinder swells that did not punish my
body so much. I also wanted to stop all of the driving
and searching.

Would you ever move back to the UK or is
this it, Lanzarote is your permanent
home?
I have no plans to move back to the UK but you never
know. Lanzarote is my home. I have lived here longer
than anywhere else.

Any final shouts, thanks and praise? 
Who do I thank? Well everybody, I would not be here
now without you. I am riding Fanatic and North Sails at
the moment with Maui Ultra Fins. But thanks also has
to go to all the designers and manufacturers I have
been involved with over the years. R&D has been a
large part of my life.

My passion is to ride waves and be one with the
ocean, which is like a form of meditation. This year I
coined the slogan: ‘living to ride’. And that’s what I tell
everyone: ‘live to ride’.
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“I travelled every day, riding the best spots. It
was hardcore discovery with many excellent
wave riders.”
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Having a balanced Quiver is essential to enhance the comfort of navigation and sail more often.
Being a major technical part, the fin is your engine.

To obtain a maximum output, your gear must be perfectly adjusted. 
How is your Quiver ?

Available from Kai Sports   www.kaisports.co.uk info@kaisports.co.uk Tel: 023 8084 0777
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Words and pics: 
Simon Bornhoft
Windsurfing UK is stoked to
welcome to fold UK pro
windsurfing coach Simon
Bornhoft. Simon’s Windwise
technique courses have
been helping sailors
improve, across the globe,
for many years. In the first
of a new coaching series Mr
B imparts valuable
knowledge in the hope of
getting you to the next level
of your windsurfing career. 

Over to Simon…

WHEN WILL WE 
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When in coaching mode it takes barely a couple
of seconds to identify the exact reason why
someone is struggling to achieve their specific
windsurfing goal. It could be struggling to ‘back
strap’, tack, gybe, coping with challenging
conditions or even learn the most complicated
move. The ‘reasons’ light up like neon lights,
it’s always very obvious, sometimes from
hundreds of metres away or before the sailor
themselves knows it! The challenge and
satisfaction of coaching is identifying the
‘reason’, but far more importantly helping as
may people as possible to make the transition
from tragedy to triumph. 

Fitness, health and attitude influence what we’ll
achieve, but realistic progression is possible if you
understand how the sport is essentially made up by two
guiding principles: a handful of core skills and some very
specific actions combining them together. Engage with
this ethos and follow the Skills Training System that we’ll
passionately role out over the coming months and
progression is yours! If not I’ll be your caddy for the day!
I say that after having the pleasure of coaching Moira
Bastow who, at 85 years young, has learnt to carve
gybe a sub 100L board - without a caddy! 

This issue our Windwise series outlines the defining
factors that help and hinder progression and sets the
scene for your improvement. We’ll also give you some
homework to try out until next time. So here goes…

1. The blind alley 
It’s often said time on the water is key, but I beg to
differ. Who’s heard or said, “I’ve been windsurfing for
years but still can’t gybe or tack a small board?”
Conversely, newbies and those who to find a learning
pathway can make big changes in much shorter
periods of time. And yes it is possible to cure ‘bad
habits’. What counts is what we do with our ‘time on
the water’ – just going windsurfing doesn’t make you
much better.

2. Windsurfing is too much fun!  
Windsurfing, especially when you reach the blast ‘out
and back’ stage, feels incredible! Zipping about fine-
tuning stance, control or studiously trying 20-30-40
tacks, gybes or whatever lights you up, is great fun, but
actually hugely limiting. Say there’s one moment
during a crucial skill or move that’s stopping you from
succeeding, that ‘moment’ rarely lasts a second or so.
That’s say 30-40 seconds per day specific learning
time! That’s maybe 20-40-60 minutes per year
‘learning’. Practicing ‘light wind freestyle’ doesn’t do
much either. Many can helitack in a Force 2, but they
get hammered in anything brisker. I believe lasering in
on very specific skills training exercises (light and
strong wind) increases ability far more swiftly. Not
grasping this concept leads to plateaus or bad habits...

3. Honesty “How do I know if I’m doing
it right?”

What we think we’re doing is often not the truth.
Whether it’s being videoed or coached, seeing what’s
actually going on is crucial for progression. So to
remedy this major issue, we’ve developed Windwise
‘Touch Points’ to ‘feel’ and know whether you’re in the
game, exaggerating or planing aimlessly down that
blind alley.

4. Counter intuitiveness and human
nature

Windsurfing is incredibly counterintuitive and human
nature often doesn’t help us. When things get tricky we
naturally look at what we’re doing’ and pull, hug or get
too close to the rig. Both of which instantly destroy the
two fundamental principles of windsurfing ‘Vision’ and
‘Opposition’. To overcome human nature we’ll also use
Touch Points and Skills Training exercises to develop
the proprioception to react intuitively and especially
counter intuitively when needed.

   LEARN?
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1. Key principles
We have two defining principles ‘Vision’ and
‘Opposition’. Whether everyone realizes it or not they
form the foundations of pretty much EVERYTHING we
do on a board. All that’s written below, plus any ‘tip’
you hear or use should support these two principles.
Essentially we should ‘look where we want to go’ and
constantly lean, angle or move the body to ‘oppose’
the force, power and movement in the rig. Often it’s
exaggerated more than you imagine, sometimes it’s
subtle and yes, like all ‘rules’, there are a few times
when we break the principle ‘code’ for a particular
effect (we’ll say when and why).

2. Core skills
We have a very small selection of core skills,
primarily... 

• ‘7’ Stance Range – ‘Changing gear’ for early
planing, straps, blasting, gybe set-ups/exits and
jumps.

• The ‘Warrior’ – specific skills for dry tacks, gybes,
helis, wave riding, 360s and optional freestyle.

• Shifting and Switching – specific foot movement
for tacks, gybes and helitacks.

• Rig Rotator – hand movement whenever a rig is
‘swung’ or rotated.

We’ll select, train and massively exaggerate the core
skill(s) depending on what we’re learning. 

3. Skills training exercises
Hugely important are our Windwise Skills Training
exercises that reinforce the key principles, develop core
skills and massively increase the time spent learning the
parts that beach banter or ‘tips’ do not reach. 

Extreme upwind downwinders 
Combines virtually aspects of every single windsurfing
move in ONE exercise.

Clew first beach starts 
Crucial for all gybes, wave riding, helicopter tacks and
feasible freestyle.

Beach start gybe 
Links into rig rotators and is essential if you’re
struggling with gybes and even loops. 

Warrior uphaul and hover 
A stance/action that’s the fabric of dry fast tacks, wave
riding, Helitacks, front to sail, 360s and many spinny
freestyle moves.

Rig rotator 360 
A hand movement for gybes, duck gybes and wave
riding.

4. Touch points
Our Windwise touch points are used throughout to
keep you ‘honest’, encourage exaggeration and help
you ‘feel’ whether you’re getting it right. 

Summary
Using Windwise key principles, core skills, skills
training exercises and touch points you’ll increase
your current learning speed, build interchangeable and
linked ‘skills’ to speed up your current and future
aspirations.

HOW TO develop your vision
touch points with a tack
To finish we’re going to touch on one commonly
promoted and simple principle: VISION. But we’ll use a
touch point to ensure you know you’re honestly doing
it, as human nature forces ‘us’ to look the wrong way.
To illustrate this we’ll us a tack, in time you’ll use these
touch points all the time.

Key principle vision 
Helps us direct body and board, and enables a more
stable foot change. Here’s how to sort it the Windwise
way!

Skills training exercise purely for vision
touch points when tacking
Sail upwind looking forward and putting your chin on
your front shoulder (pic 1). Then look back downwind
and placing it on your rear shoulder (pic 2). Feel the
chin ‘touch’ both shoulders and do it 40-50 times until
you feel totally comfortable on any board doing it.
We’ve added the Touch Points for hands and feet, but
for now focus on CHIN ON SHOULDER and get
amazing at it. When tacking you’ll ‘intuitively’ want to
look down or at the kit, which is a disaster. Learn to
keep your chin on the correct shoulder and you’ll act
counter intuitively just when you need to.
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TACKWISE
Upwind approach
Sail upwind and very briefly (yes
VERY briefly) place your chin on
the ‘front ‘shoulder and look
upwind until the board marginally
slows.

Set up
Vision: standing tall, turn your head
EARLY, well before passing through
the wind, and place your chin on the
REAR shoulder, yep REAR shoulder
and earlier than you ever thought!
Glue it there! Do everything you can
to keep that chin on your ‘REAR’
shoulder before you move your feet
and right through the tack. Why?
Because your rear shoulder
becomes the FRONT shoulder and
looking forward and not at your feet
or rig is 90% of making a tack!

1

Opposition: rig back, body forward.

Touch points: chin on REAR shoulder, front hand by boom clamp, front foot
wrapped (touching) around mast base, (rear foot in front of front straps).

2
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Go early!
Vision: keep head on REAR
SHOULDER!

Opposition: push the mast across
and BACK as the body moves
across and remains forward.

Touch points: chin on REAR
shoulder, new front hand near
boom clamp and new front foot
wrapped around/touching mast
base.

Exit
Vision: keep your chin on what has
now become the FRONT
SHOULDER! 

Opposition: rig back, lean body
forward to keep stable.

Touch points: chin on shoulder,
new front hand near boom clamp,
replaced ‘wrapped’ front foot
feeling mast base.

COACHING WINDWISE TECHNIQUE
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Bring the mast forward last. The
big tacking mistake is looking at
the rig and pulling it forward far too
soon = massive nose sink!

We’ll cover fast tacking fully another time, but
no matter what ‘style’ you currently use, try this
touch point and ask yourself was your chin
constantly on that rear shoulder throughout
90% of the tack? You’ll find how ‘chin on
shoulder touch point’ is instrumental in sailing
upwind, gybing, helitacks, easy wave riding – be
it windSUP or wave board – and other whizzy
tricks.

Simon says:
Next month we continue our quest for your
windsurfing greatness. In the meantime,
any technique queries, questions or
suggestions contact info@windwise.net.

Windwise

Unique windsurfing experiences
combining a proven fast track Skills
Training System with welcoming socials
and adventures. 2017 UK and OVERSEAS
Freeride & Freewave courses and
holidays for all levels.
info@windwise.net
www.windwise.net

5

6

Wrong. Chin up!
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It’s been another fabulous summer in Dahab for wind and sun. The
best part from a windsurfing perspective is that there was so much
space on the water, as it’s very quiet. Some days only 30
windsurfers will be out blasting along Speedy and two in Baby Bay.
Gone are the days where you have to look properly before you gybe
– just a quick glance will now suffice! 
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OPEN FOR

EGYPT

BUSINESS

DAHAB

WORDS: FI AND TOBY GIBSON
PICS: JULIA TOMS, DAHAB HOLIDAYS 
BRITISH COUPLE TOBY AND FI MOVED TO DAHAB, EGYPT, 10 YEARS
AGO, HAVING FINALLY SET UP THEIR OWN WATERSPORTS HOLIDAY
BUSINESS. IT’S NO SECRET THAT EGYPT IS SUFFERING DUE TO ITS
GEO POLITICAL SITUATION, BUT HOW IS IT NOW ON THE GROUND AT
ONE OF THE WORLD’S BEST FREESTYLE/FREERIDE SPOTS? WE
CAUGHT UP WITH TOBY AND FI TO SEE HOW THINGS ARE IN DAHAB
THESE DAYS.
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No complaints
The wind did not disappoint either. January scored
higher than normal stats with 75%. The summer
months averaged 77% – 87% with force 4 or above
(for at least three hours a day). Not the usual 90%
but still, we can’t complain.

Dahab is famous for its incredible wind stats and the
water is like a bath in summer at up to 28 degrees,
so falling in is a pleasure. Air temperature averages
38 degrees in August with low humidity – so it is not
a sticky heat. The sea temperature drops to 23
degrees during the off season (Dec to Feb) and the
air 20 to 25 degrees.
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Epic
Whatever else is happening, conditions for windsurfing
are still epic. Dahab is unique, as it is very hard to get
the mixture of flat water and bump and jump in one
spot. Having travelled a lot in Europe and worked in
the main resorts around Greece and Turkey, we were
so impressed with Dahab that we are still here! 

There are many great things for the family to enjoy
locally. Plus when it’s blowing 20 to 22 knots (a
regular day in Dahab) the kids can be playing happily
in the sand without having complimentary exfoliation!
Beginners can have lessons in the more sheltered part
of the lagoon, as safe as a lake, while the advanced
guys are blasting along the other side of the sand spit
where the wind increases in strength and consistency.
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Living in Dahab has been a great experience. The
atmosphere has not changed much over the years. We
have been overwhelmed by the friendliness and
generosity of the locals. We feel completely safe in the
south Sinai and would not live here otherwise.
Naturally you may think we are just saying this as we
have a business. However, British guests who came in
May this year have already booked again for October.
Plus many families are enjoying their holidays here.
Some guests who have never been to Egypt before are
bringing their families.

When we first arrived here in 2006 so many people
tried to help us with anything we needed, showed us
around the town – the best grocery shop and butcher –
offered us tea from their own mug while we were
waiting for a bus and nipped into the supermarket to
buy us cold drinks while we were waiting for a taxi.
There wasn’t anything in it for them, just a genuine
desire to help us. The Egyptians are as happy and
friendly as ever. They rely on tourism, so are extremely
welcoming.

“We have been overwhelmed by the friendliness and
generosity of the locals.”
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restaurants (owned and run by Italians, so you are
getting fantastic ingredients, freshness and service),
plus Korean, Japanese, Chinese and of course many
local places serving international and local food,
including fish and mezzes.

New produce is arriving, which is great if you choose a
self-catering holiday. There are more meats available
for the BBQ and much more variety than the hotel
buffets usually offer. Rum is still cheap (£3 a bottle)
and most restaurants in town allow you to take in your
own wine or beer, which saves a fortune.

The best way to show your support for Dahab is by
booking a holiday and helping the Egyptians by
spending money locally! We incorporate the generosity
of local knowledge that was passed to us when we first
arrived to enhance your holiday. We can organise
anything you wish to do and will hopefully introduce
you to new things if you have been before. If you are
looking to meet new people, then during May and
October we offer group weeks with a larger range of
social action in the evenings.

WINDSURFING
uk

Empty seas
European business is down – there is no denying that –
but other nationalities have been arriving to keep the town
going. The best thing for windsurfers is that most of these
new markets don’t seem to go on the water, leaving us
with the most incredible, windy and empty seas. 

There is a large community of ex-pats from many
different nationalities, so Dahab will never be a ghost
town. The Italians, Swiss and Ukrainian’s have been
flying in all summer, so these routes have been utilised
by the few British guests to get their Dahab fix. The
proximity to the UK and Europe, with all year round sun
and wind, is a huge draw for holidaymakers. It only
rains on average three times a year, so it is almost
guaranteed to be sunny with blue skies too! 

There is something magical about Dahab that seems
to draw many people back. This is why there are so
many Yoga, wellness, spiritual and healing classes
available locally. There is an incredible energy,
especially at sunrise / sunset, which are extremely
beautiful times of the day. 

Choice of dining
A few new restaurants have opened in the local town
of Masbat (3kms away). For a small population, we
have a lovely choice of dining. If you have never left
your hotel before you are missing out on a treat! There
is a top quality Indian restaurant, many Italian

“The proximity to the UK and Europe, with all
year round sun and wind, is a huge draw for

holidaymakers.”

TRAVEL DAHAB, EGYPT54

Inexpensive
Accommodation starts at £6.50pp per night for an
apartment, taxi transfers £30 each way for a car (one-
hour drive), eat out from as little as £2-£8 (falafel
sandwiches are 20p)! Almost all the main windsurfing
centres are open, offering rental, storage and lessons. 

Check out www.DahabHolidays.com for more
information, plus we (Toby and Fi) are based locally to
answer questions and tailor make your holiday. If you
need advice on flights or have further questions,
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Your holiday in Dahab is still covered insurance-wise
with Campbell and Irvine. 0207 938 1734,
www.campbellirvinedirect.com. 

Westfield insurance -
https://www.divinginsuranceuk.com/
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“The best way to show your support for Dahab
is by booking a holiday and helping the
Egyptians by spending money locally.”
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WORDS AND PICS: RUSSELL GROVES 
YOUNG WINDSURFERS ARE THE LIFEBLOOD OF

THE SPORT – THAT MUCH IS CLEAR. SOME CHOOSE
TO TAKE IT FURTHER THAN SIMPLY POOTLING

AROUND THEIR LOCAL PATCH. IN THIS INSTANCE,
YOUNG GUN JOSH LANE IS ABOUT TO GO THROUGH

A CHANGE AND MAKE THE LEAP FROM TECHNO
RACING TO FULL ON SLALOM AND WAVE SAILING.

RUSSELL GROVES HAS BEEN ONE OF JOSH’S
MENTORS SINCE THE EARLY DAYS OF THE
YOUNG LAD’S WINDSURF CAREER. HERE

RUSSELL GIVES US A BIT OF INSIGHT INTO
THE SWITCH FROM TEAM 15 COMPS TO

WAVE AND SLALOM. I cannot believe I have
been coaching Josh for five years. It has

gone by so quickly and each year there has
been a huge jump in his ability. It has not
been just his jumps either! His change in

size has also been glaringly obvious. 

So why the jump into the national wave and
freestyle categories? I think it comes down
to needing to progress and to feed his thirst

for competitive windsurfing.

MOVING

ON UP
JOSH WILL BE

15 IN OCTOBER
BUT HE’S NOT

SLOWING
DOWN...

YOUNG GUN JOSH LANE56 57
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So why the jump into the national wave and freestyle
categories? I think it comes down to needing to progress
and to feed his thirst for competitive windsurfing.

Josh joined Team 15 when he was nine years old,
which was the same year I met the family. They came
on holiday for dad to have some fun and Josh and Jake
to learn to sail smaller boards. So my involvement
started there. Both brothers had plenty of natural
talent and their progression was quick

The next year Josh moved into the East/South East
zone squad. Which was all about his BIC Techno 295
training and racing. Intensive years of monthly
technique camps and competition. But every year he

would come out to me for his short board fix. All the
skills learnt on short boards are transferable directly
back onto race boards, after all.

Worlds in Sardinia
Josh competed in the Bic Techno Nationals every year
from 2010 to 2015. He went to the 2015 Worlds in
Sardinia, where he was placed middle of the fleet, and
to the European Champs in Poland this year where he
was unlucky as there was no wind for the competition.

Josh is big, so strong breeze is his forte. Slalom
recently became his passion. The Techno class sees
youths tending to be light – the wind during comps
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also tends to be light. His position in the fleet really
depended on the strength of the wind. Strong wind,
top of the fleet; light wind, below middle. A change
was definitely needed as his stature increased.

For the end of the season in 2016 Josh will compete
in the slalom event at Tenby and at Weymouth Speed
Week. He then plans to do all of the UK slalom series
in 2017.

In the Canaries he feeds his passion for waves – and
this has created a hunger for competition. Josh will
compete in the Cornish Wave Classic and Avon Wave
Classic – both have been on his radar for a while. He
also plans to do all of the UK’s wave events in 2017.

foil windsurfing
Josh also loves a challenge and this summer we got
him involved in foil windsurfing. He took to it extremely
well. I wish him success in his move into the slalom
and wave events – I’m sure he’ll do just fine.

Josh is sponsored by 4Boards, Tabou / GA and
Vandal sails for wave.
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PROFILE: WINDSURFING UK
PICS: ALLAN CROSS 
ALLAN CROSS IS THE PEOPLE’S WINDSURFING
CHAMPION. IF YOU NEED EVIDENCE OF THIS THEN
SIMPLY SCOPE OUT THE NATIONAL WATERSPORTS
FESTIVAL WHERE THE EVERYDAY FREERIDE PARTICIPANT
IS AT THE HEART OF WHY THE NWF EXISTS. BUT WHAT
ABOUT THE MAN BEHIND THE EVENT – ALLAN CROSS?
WINDSURFING UK CAUGHT UP WITH SGT. MJR. CROSS TO
SEE WHAT MAKES HIM TICK.

Tell us when you first got involved
with windsurfing – what appealed?
I attended a basic windsurfing course while

serving in Germany back 1987 after
witnessing my fellow gym staff, it looked
exciting and fast! Very strange how my

windsurfing career evolved as I was teaching
people to windsurf the week after

completing my own basic course. The unit I
was serving were short of instructors while
conducting their annual adventure training
camp. I wasn't particularly good. However, I

just applied the lessons learnt from the
previous week and then taught and coached

throughout my army career.

You were previously into the
competitive side of the sport and
paid by the army to compete in

various events. How long did that
last and where did the comp side

of windsurfing take you?
I attended my first windsurfing competition
in the same year as I learnt, 1987. Back in
those days if you wanted to do windsurfing
as a sport within the army, you needed to

compete.

I eventually raced for a total of 25 years
while serving and in addition to racing I held
a few appointments within Army Windsurfing
being: Army Procurement Officer, Army Race
Secretary, Army Coach and Team Captain. I
soon realised if I wanted time to windsurf
within the army then I needed to take on

some responsibility and continue to develop
the sport from within.

I balanced these appointments alongside
being pretty active on the race scene. I held
a total of 22 Army and Combined Services

titles across course racing, slalom and
speed. I also competed at the first London

Indoor Boat Show, attended 2 x World
Formula Championships (coming 5th and
7th master) in addition to being nominated
as RLC Sportsman of the year in 2012.
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What were your best results to date?
Strangely enough not a result so to speak – depending
on how to look at it. However, I was awarded UK
National Windsurfer of the year in 2006.

Do you still race? Are you more select
about which events you attend or are
they all game?
I do when it suits me. I don't necessarily have the time
to follow the British Slalom Association around on its
annual tour. It's strange when do you stop competing.
Probably never if it's in your blood. But to be honest, I
just like being around the Formula 1 scene of
windsurfing with its banter and atmosphere, on and off
the water. A great bunch of people!

Is slalom/racing/freeride the most
enjoyable area for you or do you like a bit
of wave sailing as well, for instance?
Yes! Now living in Cornwall, there is not much of a
freeride/slalom community down here using 9m sails. I
do get involved in the local wave sailing conditions
can't say it's my natural forte but when in Rome.

A few years ago you had a health scare.
Does this stop you from windsurfing full
power these days? 
I suppose a quadruple heart bypass is fairly significant
and for sure it has affected my overall level of fitness.
However, there are loads of people out there with
ailments and issues enjoying their sport and life so no
excuses not to live your life!

Describe your local sailing area and tell
us what it offers the recreational sailor.
Where’s your fave place to windsurf –
home or away?
My local sailing location when at home is Par which is
a more bump and jump to small wave. If you choose
your locations carefully Cornwall has a lot to offer and
not just the hardy wave sailor but those inspiring to get
involved in a wee bit of wave wiggling. Daymer must be
up there as an excellent location. A bit of everything in
the bay but beware of outgoing spring tides.

INTERVIEW ALLAN CROSS

Got any burning ambition to hit up
overseas locations? If so where and why
does it tempt?
I have a soft spot for El Medano but sadly haven't been
there for a few years now. I hope to put that right over
the next 12 months.

Tell us when you got involved with
windsurfing/watersports events. What
was the first and how many have you
been involved with to date?
I suppose I've been instrumental in delivering
windsurfing events since 1992 up until the present
day. Which is a fair bit of organising over the years. I
suppose most know me from my development and
delivery of the National Watersports Festival which all
started back in 2006 as The Fat Face National
Windsurfing Festival. 

Tell us where you are with the NWF
concept.
That's an interesting one. I think we are in a very
different place than we were 10 years ago, and while
the NWF is all about the participants, the team that
supports the concept is the watersports industry and
its riders actively getting involved for the love of
watersports itself.

While I have thoroughly enjoyed the last 10 years there
have been a few sacrifices made along the way and
feel it's time to get my work/life balance back into
perspective. So yes the NWF model and associated
workload need to change for sure if we are to continue
and secure its success into the future.

You’re a champion of the recreational
windsurfer and NWF is specifically aimed
at getting the everyday sailor into
friendly competition. How important is
this demographic and why?
Well, the freeride market is the heart and soul of
windsurfing and without them we don't have a
windsurfing industry.

What else could the industry do to
support freeriders and encourage new
recruits? 
Market better as an industry collective and produce
cheaper and more accessible equipment to get people
into windsurfing.
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To some outsiders there’s a perception
that windsurfing is elitist – do you think
this is true? 
No, I don't think so. There is a natural level for
everyone to participate and further develop their skills I
have always found windsurfers one of the friendliest
communities out there on and off the water.

More and more people are turning to
windSUP on breezier days. Do you think
this will ultimately help windsurfing’s
numbers swell?
Yes, very much so as a cheap, simple option to get
involved and also get other family members on the
water. I still think one of the best introductions to the
sport is from an enthusiastic participant, who has the
correct equipment to bring some new people to the
sport, and that's where windSUP comes into play. We
need to target the non-planning aspect of windsurfing to
grow from grass roots – especially at inland locations.

Tell us about your work with Starboard
UK. What does that entail?
I am the Team Manager responsible for management
and development and marketing of its team riders
across Tushingham, Starboard SUP & Windsurf, Red
Paddle Co and Severne. I also work as part of the Red
Paddle Co Junior Team assisting in the developing our
Red Paddle Co Junior Academies.

Any plans to develop your role here further?
We’ll see – you never know what opportunities lie just
over the horizon.

What about sports outside of windsurfing
– practice anything else when it’s not
blowing? 
I try to keep active challenging myself at times as I
seem to be having an addiction to the cab of my van
these last 12 months while travelling. I like a little bit
of SUP cruising and the odd ankle-biting wave.

Who’s your normal sailing crew – anybody
push you into getting wet and going for a
blast?
It depends on the location I'm visiting at the time as
there is always someone keen to get you out.

And windsurfing heroes – who inspires you?
I don't think there is just one name that springs to
mind as there are so many who have contributed in
making windsurfing the fantastic sport it is.

Any final thoughts on windsurfing general?
It's a fantastic sport which is so addictive and I am so
pleased to be part of its wider community and look
forward to many more years contributing to the sport.

Shouts, thanks and praise?
There are so many: the industry as a whole who have
supported the NWF model over the years. However,
most of all Tushingham, who have helped Army
Windsurfing since the 90s and also my various
windsurfing appointments throughout the Army as a
national team rider over the years.

INTERVIEW ALLAN CROSS

“We need to target the non-planning aspect
of windsurfing to grow from grass roots –
especially at inland locations.”

Dryrobe Advance change robe
We love our Dryrobe! Oversized, warm and the easiest
way to get changed at the beach in a gale/rain/snow (if
you’re inclined). Waterproof and lined with fleecy
material and featuring a bunch of practical pockets for
storing various items a Dryrobe is an essential item for
all windsurfers whatever the time of year.
Info: dryrobe.com

Shamal Stone sunnies
Created and designed by Starboard’s head of design,
Tiesda You, Shamal sunglasses feature stylish lines,
Carl Zeiss lens and clarity of vision that’s simply
stunning! Even though the off season is upon us
there’ll still be bright days at the beach where a decent
pair of sunnies is needed – look no further.
Info: shamalwindsurfing.com

Riders on the Storm enamel mug
Chilly hands? No worries. Warm up with a brew
contained in this Riders on the Storm enamel mug. Or
alternatively swap your everyday mug at home or the
office for something that broadcasts your windsurfing
stoke in no uncertain terms.
Info: ridersonthestorm.com

Headfudge his 'n'
her clothing
We love Headfudge
Clothing and the
brand’s his ‘n’ her
range offer something
for everyone. Ts to suit all scenarios, warm cosy
hoodies for post-sailing sessions and a bunch of
accessories (clutch bags, beanie hats and jewellery to
name a few) all designed in unique style by Heather
Pierpoint on the south coast, UK. Check HF out for
something different this season.
Info: headfudge.com

FOUR ON THE FLOOR – essential items for
your autumn/winter windsurfing kit box
With autumn now upon us and winter just around the corner we’ve grouped together a
bunch of awesome windsurfing accessories that you can’t afford to be without.
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TEXT AND PICS: MARK DOWSON 
THIS ISN’T A TECHNIQUE ARTICLE. THIS IS
ABOUT HELPING OUT YOUR MATES, SEEING
THEM PROGRESS AND WATCHING THEM
EVOLVE. THIS IS AN ARTICLE ABOUT HELPING A
FELLOW SAILOR PUSH ON AND REACH THAT
NEXT LEVEL. WE ALL CAN DO THIS. MARK
DOWSON DESCRIBES ONE SUCH SCENARIO.

I can’t quite remember how I started trying to help 20-year old
Rowan Keen crack his first carve gybes whilst we were out
sailing on holiday. It turned out to be a lot of fun for us both
and the photographs show a sequence of one of his
first successful turns this summer. 

Rowan likes going fast over the reef, he likes jumping and
tends to only sail on the windiest of days. He is also a
very accomplished swimmer, very fit, and strong. He also has
a great talent for crashing into his sails in a spectacular
fashion, then rising from the carnage with a wry smile on his
face. He hails from Holland, his Dad is English and Mum
Dutch and he only sails when on holiday with his family. 

I’ve been windsurfing for many years, but I am by no means a
windsurfing coach or instructor! I really didn’t know the best or
quickest way of teaching someone to carve gybe. 

I prefer the strap to strap gybe, I’m not sure
why, I recall reading somewhere it helps with wave-riding and
so, many years ago, I defaulted to this one style of gybe. So
obviously this was the one I thought I could teach. So
overall, things were stacked up against us somewhat – I didn’t
clearly know the subject matter, or so I was to learn. 

Read overleaf about the strategies we tried on
the way… 
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A PLANING INFLATABLE WINDSURFING
BOARD? WHO’D A THOUGHT IT? BLOW
UP TECHNOLOGY ISN’T A NEW THING,
AS MANY WILL NO DOUBT BE AWARE.
OUR STAND UP PADDLE BOARDING
BRETHREN HAVE BEEN ENJOYING THIS
TYPE OF CRAFT FOR A WHILE. WITHIN

SUP, BLOW UPS ARE THE MOST POPULAR TYPES OF
VEHICLE – AT LEAST WITHIN EUROPE. AND INFLATABLE
WINDSUP MACHINES HAVE BEEN GAINING POPULARITY
AS STAND UP MATURES. IT WAS THEN ONLY A MATTER OF
TIME BEFORE THE SAME TECHNOLOGY CROSSED OVER
TO WINDSURFING AND WAS IMPROVED UPON.
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RRD Airwindsurf Freeride inflatable windsurfing    
Winds of change
Info: www.robertoriccidesigns.com/equipment/shop/airwindsurf-freeride Price: Airwindsurf Freeride £1,149. Airwindsurf 7.0m MK1 rig £1,019.

RRD weren’t the first brand to
introduce an inflatable planing
windsurfing board but they’re
certainly running with the concept.
At the time of writing, the bods in
Italy have a speed board in
production which John Skye has
been showcasing, having nailed a
run of 34.8 knots. And we hear on
the grapevine there’s a wave board
in the pipeline – stay tuned for that!

How it works
When you first unroll RRD’s
Airwindsurfing Freeride board there
are a few things that immediately

jump out. Running roughly two
thirds of the way along the
underside’s rail is a hard,
rubberised release edge. This is
what helps the board plane. 

Moving further towards the rear, its
tuttle fin box is impressive. A lot of
work has been put into making sure
it’s secure and that it can take the
loads and forces that will be placed
upon it. Supplied with a 42cm
‘proper’ fin, it fits neatly into its slot
and doesn’t budge. Even before
riders hit the water, you get the
impression that your experience is
going to be a good one.

Other design traits of note are the
foot straps. Double Velcro loops
through a choice of two embedded
D-rings (inboard and outboard)
sunk into the RRD’s deck. At first

we were sceptical but they
definitely work – and not having to
faff around with screws is a nice
touch. Finally you have a UJ insert
fixed in place underneath the
footpad. It’s secure and doesn’t
move, even when fully powered up
on the water riding over chop.

Inflation is standard procedure,
with the supplied pump easily
getting the RRD up to its maximum
PSI of 18. As with SUP pumps,
there’s a gauge to measure your air
input and you can switch from dual
action to single action.     board and 7m rig
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“Even before riders hit the
water, you get the impression
that your experience is going
to be a good one.”

http://www.robertoriccidesigns.com/equipment/shop/airwindsurf-freeride
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A PLANING INFLATABLE WINDSURFING
BOARD? WHO’D A THOUGHT IT? BLOW
UP TECHNOLOGY ISN’T A NEW THING,
AS MANY WILL NO DOUBT BE AWARE.
OUR STAND UP PADDLE BOARDING
BRETHREN HAVE BEEN ENJOYING THIS
TYPE OF CRAFT FOR A WHILE. WITHIN

SUP, BLOW UPS ARE THE MOST POPULAR TYPES OF
VEHICLE – AT LEAST WITHIN EUROPE. AND INFLATABLE
WINDSUP MACHINES HAVE BEEN GAINING POPULARITY
AS STAND UP MATURES. IT WAS THEN ONLY A MATTER OF
TIME BEFORE THE SAME TECHNOLOGY CROSSED OVER
TO WINDSURFING AND WAS IMPROVED UPON.
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“Even before riders hit the
water, you get the impression
that your experience is going
to be a good one.”
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Rigidity
At this point you’re probably asking
yourself about the Airwindsurf
Freeride’s rigidity, which we also
questioned. If you’ve had any
experience of windSUP, on
inflatable SUP boards with rig
attachments, then you’ll know the
feeling of riding on air. It’s not
always the most efficient – even
with maximum air pressure. 

The RRD, in contrast, is super stiff.
Utilising three Sandwich Dyneema
Belt Stringers (SBS) that run nose
to tail, the Airwindsurf Freeride
doesn’t scrimp on rigidity and is
right at the top of its game in terms
of stiffness. It’d be difficult to find
any other inflatable board more so.

Volume of the RRD is 150L, with
80cm of width making it applicable
to all types of rider – beginner to
advanced blaster looking for light
wind fun.

The rig
As well as the Airwindsurf Freeride,
we also got to play with RRD’s
complimentary, compact rig
package. Coming in a neat backpack
with five piece RDM mast, three
piece boom, foldable and rolled 7m
sail, mast base and UJ it’s a funky
looking piece of gear optimised for
use with the inflatable board.

Slotting the mast together is a
doddle, each piece colour coded to
make sure you are fitting it together
correctly. The sail folds in half,
utilising a Dacron strip – running
head to foot – and having splitable

battens that are easy to tension
with a webbing strap protruding
from the sail’s leach. Having put the
rods together, it’s a case of literally
pushing shape into the sail to get it
set correctly. A supplied, optimised
mast foot ensures the correct
amount of downhaul is applied.

A three piece boom, that comes
apart and also fits inside the
compact bag, is the finishing touch.
Connecting using double pin locking
mechanism, it’s a swift and easy
process to attach the outhaul and
get ready for the blasting.

Both the board and rig are clever
designs, with much thought put into
them as products. The sail itself is
quite a ‘squashed’ looking affair. It
doesn’t require too much downhaul
or outhaul and is super quick to get
set up, with the board simply
needing its fin and mast foot
attaching. Riders will need to source
their own harness lines though,
which shouldn’t be a hassle.

FINAL
THOUGHTS
So are we likely to see inflatable
performance windy boards springing
up on UK beaches moving forwards?
Yes! We think so. For many,
windsurfing kit is cumbersome,
requiring space for storage and
transport to get equipment and riders
to the water. With RRD’s Airwindsurf
Freeride inflatable windsurfing board
and compact 7m rig, these issues are
all but eradicated. And then there’s
the travel element…

In this day and age it’s increasingly
difficult to fly abroad with windsurfing
gear. RRD’s inflatable offers riders a
much easier journey. Both rig and board
are light enough when packed down to
have other paraphernalia (such as
clothes) stuffed inside, making trips with
windy kit much more appealing. 

Beginners could learn to windsurf on the
RRD – families will find it a smile-
inducing platform to play around on. It
might be wise to purchase a second,
shorter fin if this is a requirement but
there’s no denying your regular quiver of
sails will all work with the Airwindsurf
Freeride, switching back to the
Airwindsurf 7m rig if sailors fancy a bit of
freeride cruising and/or speed.

The inflatable performance
windsurfing revolution cometh…

On the water
During testing we got loads of
interest from those on the beach.
After all, a planing inflatable
windsurfing board? Right, doesn’t fit
with most sailors’ thinking. And yet,
it works. And works well. The level of
intrigue, however, was high.

Getting up on the plane is a swift
enough process. There’s a small
amount of delay, when compared to
a hard shell windsurfing board. The
PVC material used for most inflatable
boards is slightly ‘sticky’ but with a
degree of teasing (pumping) it does
release. To help, the accompanying
7m sail is pretty grunty, with lots of
bottom end oomph. We found the
provided boom a tad soft if we’re
honest. But that’s something you
quickly get over. Before long you’ll be
zooming backwards and forwards
with the rest of them.

We got chance to try RRD’s
Airwindsurf Freeride board and rig
combo across a wide variety of

conditions. Even in pretty windy
weather (25+ knots) the whole
package was easy to handle and
composed. That superb fin box
made it easy to lock the board
down and track beautifully. Upwind
was no issue and the 7m rig
reacted pretty well to gusts and
directional changes – sailing broad
or pinching were efficient and
fulfilling. The RRD Airwindsurf
Freeride also eats chop and
flotsam for breakfast. The very
nature of it being an air filled board
ensures it’s a cushioned ride that
feels easy going.

Manoeuvres
With moves, we weren’t sure what
to expect... Making a few tentative
tacks yielded good results. When
windSUPing, the nature of
inflatables being ‘bouncy’ can be
unnerving for those still getting to
grips with windsurfing
fundamentals. RRD’s inflatable, in
contrast, doesn’t give anywhere
near as much ‘play’, allowing riders
to complete a more efficient
upwind turn. Care should be taken,
however, when pulling on the sail’s
power for the new tack. There’s a
lot of forward grunt in the sail and
if riders aren’t adopting a dynamic,
low down exit position then it may
be in the drink you go.

Gybing – at least with planing
speed – needs to be approached
with subtlety. It’s no good stamping
on the rail and trying to crank the
RRD round. Because the hard
release rail is only a strip running
along the underside, there’s
nothing to bite into the water when
banked right over. Instead riders
will need to bear away, keeping the
board flat, only slightly railing the
board through the last section of
the turn. In fact, this is actually a
good way to ensure a planing exit –
which is certainly doable – as
competent carve gybers will be
aware.
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